
                                                                                                       

SPRING NEWSLETTER 2015 

We can’t believe it Wildlife A&E is 5years old! Some people said we wouldn’t last but here we are. Last 

year was a record year with 320 patients. It is you, our supporters, whom we have to thank, as it is through 

your kind donations that we are able to continue our work and help wildlife in need. As you know we are 

not always successful, but we do endeavour to give each patient the best possible chance. 

In November last year we had a call from a landscape gardener who had found a kestrel grounded in the 

garden where he was working. She was beautiful but had a broken wing. Luckily the break was not close to 

the joint and would heal well, so prognosis was good for her. We strapped the wings together to support 

the fracture, kept her in a quiet area and she settled well. After a few weeks of rest she was checked by 
our vet and the fracture was healing 

well another week and we put her 

out into the aviary, prior to release when she had her full strength back. 

I was on my way to work one afternoon late November when i got a call from a lady who had found a 

‘baby’ deer whilst out walking her dogs. The dogs had caught it! But it was ok apart from a small wound on 

its leg, she said, I have it in my car in a laundry bag! I arranged to meet her in car park close by not knowing 

what to expect. When i got there she opened the front passenger door and there in the foot well, in a 

laundry bag, was very young fallow fawn about 6 weeks old! I couldn’t believe my eyes. I scooped her up 

and rushed her to Alex our vet, she had a large wound on her leg, and not sure what else! ON examination 

we found two small puncture wound between her legs where the dogs had obviously got hold , the large 

tear on her hock- which we think was fence damage, her ears, 

nose and eyes had frostbite and she was quite thin. Alex didn’t 

hold much hope but she was a fighter so we wanted to give her a 

chance. It took a couple of days for her to accept me and start 

eating, but once she did there was no stopping her. Then 

suddenly one afternoon she wasn’t herself, she was quiet, a bit 

wobbly on her feet and didn’t want anything to eat. I rushed her 

down to Alex, he examined her, the wound was nice and clean no infection, he then did a blood test which 

showed her glucose levels were dangerously low. He gave her a dose of glucose, set up a drip and the 

difference within minutes was amazing! She remained on the drip over night so another sleepless night for  



 

me. We came to the conclusion that as it is winter there is not enough sustenance in the browse for her 

and so we added honey three times a day to her diet, which she loved.  

Her leg wound was nasty and Alex stitched it twice as she kept chewing 

it! But it healed nicely in the end despite her 

help!  

 

Her only problem then was the 

fact that it was winter and not a 

good time to put her outside for long especially with her frost 

bite. So it was a case of increasing her time outside gradually and 

getting her used to the cold gradually. She is now out permanently 

with the other babies from last year, although a lot smaller than 

the others she is doing well. Food is our problem, and we have 

now had to start giving them vegetables and hard feed. This gets 

expensive especially when you 9 of them!. We have approached a 

number of shops to see if they can let us have out of date fruit 

and veg but they are not allowed to do this under the health and 

safety rules! So we would be grateful for any fruit/veg you have 

sitting in your vegetable rack that is a bit tired or out of date. 

Peelings, stale bread anything would be gratefully received.  The 

picture right shows her out with the others enjoying some 

brambles. 

Our next deer patient was a young fallow deer, this year’s baby was freed from stock fencing on a farm in 

Heathfield. One rear leg was damaged with two small deep wounds just above the hoof and suspected 

cruciate tear.  On closer inspection it was not good news as the injury to the foot was too bad to be able to 

do anything.  The circulation was compromised and the hoof was detached and we therefore had him put 

to sleep. This may seem extreme to some but to treat the animal would mean weeks of daily cage rest, 

dressings and medication and as he has been out in the wild he would not be able to cope and the stress of 

this could kill him and at the very least he would throw himself at the cage walls every time we had to treat 

him injuring himself and possibly us too. These decisions are not taken lightly and always give them 

48hours to see how they settle and the extent of the injuries. 

Towards the end of 2014 a tawny owl was admitted after being hit with a car.  After a couple of days its 

eye was looking a little better and the damage seen at the back of the eye was shrinking.  However she was 

not closing the eye as she should so we weren’t sure if there was nerve damage from the collision with the 

car but the eye was not dry so she was managing. The next step was to move her to a larger aviary to check 

her balance.  It wasn’t long before she started eating for herself. However after spending a few days out in 

the aviary it was evident that due to the extent of her injury that she would now be unable to cope in the 

wild.  She could find the food that we put out for her but she was unable to fly distances.  It would have 

been unfair to continue to keep her in the aviary as she was not happy so unfortunately the decision was 

made to have her put to sleep. It was such a shame as she was so beautiful but it is our ethos that if such 

an animal cannot cope in the wild then we have to euthanize as it would be unfair to keep them in a cage. 



 

 

Early in January we had an underweight hog in, very cold and 

dehydrated, it was put on a heat pad, given fluids and also put on a 

worming programme and is overwintering with us. 

A few days later we had something we have not had before, a 

Woodcock. Louise had the call and  it appeared to have been hit by a 

car on its right side.  A few small wounds to the head but the eye 

didn’t look good.  It was a little bruised and walked with a limp.  He 

was checked by our Vet Chris and dosed up with painkillers and anti-

inflammatory’s as well as arnica to bring out the bruising. Woodcocks 

are wading birds and are largely nocturnal, spending the daytime in 

dense cover. In the autumn the birds fly to the UK from Finland and 

Russia to over winter here, living in lowland areas.  

 Unfortunately it was not a good outcome 

for the Woodcock. They do not cope well 

with captivity and the injuries he sustained to the head were bad and he 

passed away shortly after his check up. 

We had quite a number of hedgehogs in last autumn and our hedgehog hospital in Bookham has extended 

its accommodation to a second building!  We also have a waiting list for release sites as we only had one 

hedgehog in Spring 2014. We wonder if this is because of the severe flooding which occurred in some 

areas at the beginning of last year and whether adult hedgehogs which were in a deep sleep were caught 

out.  Hedgehogs generally do not hibernate the whole winter but wake intermittently to have some food 

and then go back to sleep. Late January we had another little hog in with a nasty wound to its back right 

down to the spine and was badly infected.  His injuries were so severe that had to be put to sleep and we 

can only think that it had been attacked by a rat whilst sleeping. 

 Late January we admitted another tawny (on the left) which had a canker-

filled throat.  We managed to get a very fine tube down to medicate and 

give fluids. It wasn’t looking very good but we had to try.  He made it 

through the night but we knew it would be a long time before he could 

swallow food due to the extent of canker, but we persevered in the hope 

that he would respond to treatment 

A day on and she was a bit brighter with some fight in her which meant 

feeding was a little more difficult! One of her eyes kept closing and after an 

xray our vet we found that the canker had worked its way up into her cheek 

and was putting pressure on the eye, causing irreparable damag so 

unfortunately she had to be put to sleep. 

At the beginning of February we took a call from a lady in Oxted who had found two deer attached to each 

other by their antlers and also tangled on a fence by some twine. One was dead but the other was still 

alive. When I called her back for directions it took me a while to get hold of her. This was because she had 



gone and found a friend and they had gone back to cut them out. They covered the live one s head with a 

blanket and cut it free. It ran off with no injuries (we hope). They did a brilliant job but we would never 

suggest anyone do this as deer can cause nasty injuries to anyone that gets too close. The back legs 

especially can break bones when they kick out. Even if they look badly injured the adrenalin still gives them 

enough energy to fight. If antlers are involved even more reason to get someone who is experienced in 

dealing with them. 

More recently we were called out to a young female fallow deer caught in fencing in Punnets Town.  There 

were two strands of wire plus a strand of barbed wire wrapped around her leg.  She also had an injury to 

her hip which was very swollen and we needed to assess the damage and to see how it settled.  She didn’t 

eat very much over night and she was very skittish, we always give them 48hours to settle and be assessed, 

and as she had never been handled it was going to take her time to settle. Her wounds were deep right 

down to the bone, mainly caused by the barbed wire which she had been attached to, her thigh was very 

swollen and until that went down we were not going to be able to know if the hip or cruciate ligament was 

damaged. The next day she was able to stand using that leg, the swelling was going down and she was able 

to put her full weight on that leg. The foot was warm so blood supply was getting to it. All looked 

promising. 

 

We named her Hermione-A week on and she was doing well. Five days of antibiotics and dressings and the 

leg was healing, no sign of infection, but still freaked out every time we had to go near her. So we decided 

to lessen the stress of having to catch her daily to dress the leg and we applied a dressing which can be left 

for a week. We did this twice more and then removed the dressing all together. All healed now and she has 

joined the others. 

 



 

DOG ATTACKS 

We are getting an increasing number of dog attacked deer which is very sad and easily prevented. If you 

are regular readers of our Facebook page you would have seen the recent story of the deer that came from 

a vet near Eastbourne, with horrendous wounds. The vet had tried her hardest to save but as she had not 

had a lot of dealings with deer she asked us for our help. He was put in our deer shed on a drip for 

24hours, and checked regularly through the night. The next day his condition and infection had got 

considerably worse, he didn’t stand a chance. We rushed him down to our vet where he was put to sleep. 

We believe the dog attack was at least 24hrs previous to us receiving him but probably longer, enough 

time for infection to get hold. I have not added a picture of this as it was not a nice sight.  

Another was a roe deer that was found 

by horse riders in North Chailey just as 

the dogs had got it pinned against a 

fence. This was by two Labradors  ‘who 

would never attack anything’- the owner 

said, as one of the riders was trying to get 

the dogs off the poor deer. They then 

carried the injured deer back to the yard 

and called us. When Chris and Sylvia 

arrived they found a very shocked young 

deer with one antler missing and the 

others velvet ripped. These injuries can 

be life threatening as infection can get 

into the head and cause meningitis. He 

was rushed to Alex our vet where he glued the torn velvet and cleaned the broken pedicle, antibiotics were 

started and we had to hope for the best. He was kept quiet for 48 hours only disturbed for medication, 

then, on the third day he was put into a larger pen where he could see the others. We were not happy with 

his demeanour he seemed disorientated, we put this down to shock to start with but as the days went on it 

didn’t improve.  

On the 5th day we went to give him his antibiotics and found that he had died in the night. It is not an easy 

call with deer, especially Roe deer, they can drop dead in front of you from shock, but also do not cope 

with confinement. And for this little guy it was too much and the shock of the attack was just too much. 

Four of our orphans last year were also picked up by dogs, and i have just counted back on our admissions 

and we had 22 calls about deer attacked by dogs. Some we saved, most we didn’t. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE, 

if you own a dog and walk it in the countryside, keep it on a lead, especially if you know deer are resident. 

No matter how gentle you think your dog is- that natural instinct to chase and catch is there and once they 

are in full flight there is no chance you will be able to call them back, they just switch off. 

 

 



 

Fundraising, Thank You’s and how you can help! 

The 1st January this year saw the start of our green token community matters scheme with 

Waitrose, East Grinstead for the month.  Thank you to everyone who participated!  

 

 

In November we were lucky enough to win a 10kg bag of hedgehog food from Ark, so thank 

you to all of those who voted for us!  

We would like to thank Oreo and Friends, from Sheffield, for their very generous donation, it 

is much appreciated, thank you! 

 

 

Thank you also Sue and Steve our Crowborough volunteers (seen  

here on the left) great to have you on board. 

 

 

Thanks to Sam Chisnall for the puppy milk, and Carole Cooper for the 

formula and rabbit food and to Lis Hallum, David Leather and all of 

you who have made donations to help us to help the animals. 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

   We have also received a numbe of cheques with no return address on 

so we are unable to say thankyou  so a big THANKYOU to you – you 

know who you are. Please if you do send a cheque send us your address 

so we can say thank you and acknowledge receipt.           

 



 

 

 Out & About 2015! 

As well as caring for our patients we have some busy months ahead for fundraising.  If you 

would like to come along we have lots of goodies for sale for adults and children alike! 

April 6th -Keep it local at the Llama Park Ashdown Forest 

May 17th Merrist Wood 

May 30th Crowborough Fun Day 

June 28th  LLama Park 

July 19th Cats Protection 

August 30th   Keep It Local at the  Llama Park Ashdown Forest 

August 31st-Cudham, near Biggin hill, village fete 

October 24th Crowborough Town hall keep it local 

November 15th  Keep it local at  Llama park Ashdown Forest 

We are also happy to come and talk to groups or schools 

about our work. 

 



 

Our Amazon Wish List 

If you would like to purchase an item for us click ‘Wish List’ and search for ‘Wildlife A&E.’ Some of the 

items we need are shown below. 

                                        

 

                                        

 

                                

Other ways you can help are by setting up a direct debit our bank details are: 

Wildlife A&E- a/c no. 65447255 – sort code 08-92-99 or cheques payable to Wildlife A&E. 

You can keep up to date with us on Facebook and find out what we have been up to. 

Our Website is www.wildlifeemergency.co.uk 

We are always happy to come and talk to groups and schools, please call 01892852261. 

For wildlife emergencies or advice please call Debbie on 07709574665 or Louise 

07746336966 

http://www.wildlifeemergency.co.uk/

